
FLEXIBLE FREEDOM IN HURSTVILLE CBD

Offices

1/303 Forest Road, Hurstville, NSW 2220

185 m²Floor Area:

Leased

Leased: Tue 15-Sep-20

Property Description

Position your business in southern Sydney’s key growth location. Set at the centre of
Hurstville’s commercial and retail precinct, this approx 185sqm upper level premises offers
flexible, light-filled space in this high traffic and super convenient position. Suitable for
offices, retail, consultancy or education and training uses, the expansive space offers a
wealth of options to fit out to suit your business needs.

+ Approx 185sqm upper level commercial/retail/education premises encompassing the
whole top level of this substantial older commercial terrace

+ Security door entry and foyer with stairs up to spacious central reception/open plan office
area

+ The premises are currently partitioned to provide a second large, open area plus three
separate offices, each with huge North-facing windows looking out to Forest Road. A sixth
room is currently used as a kitchen and staff amenities room, plus adjacent storage,
photocopying or computer room

+ Floorboards throughout, and male and female amenities

+ Approx 10.7m street frontage onto Forest Road, spanning 3 ground floor retail properties

+ Bustling City centre position with high pedestrian and vehicle traffic, wide pavements and
on-street parking. Opposite the Post Office, around the corner from the Civic Centre and
Entertainment Centre and two blocks away from Westfield Hurstville

+ The City Centre features a vibrant mix of retail and commercial activity that includes
financial services, education, wholesaling and health care services. Forest Road is a focus
of Asian dining

+ Extensive parking stations in the nearby streets provide approximately 900 parking
spaces, along with 3000 spaces at Westfield, a couple of blocks away

+ Close to the bus interchange and 200m to Hurstville station on the Eastern Suburbs and
Illawarra Line from Bondi Junction to Cronulla and Waterfall, and the South Coast Line to
Wollongong and Nowra

+ Located 15km from the Sydney CBD, close to Sydney airport and Port Botany, it’s
ideally-positioned for access to the City and South to Wollongong and Canberra

+ Hurstville is recognised as the retail and commercial capital of southern Sydney, and has
been designated by the NSW Government as one of two Mayor Centres in the St George
region

+ The municipality has sustained consistent economic growth over the past few years. In
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2011/12, the local economy grew at a higher annual rate (3.0%) than NSW as a whole
(2.4%)
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